
 

Pre-punched holes allow for faster on-site installations. Pre-installed gasket eliminates the need for sealants.

50mm offset enables insulation to fit between quadrant Available with or without damper blade and quadrants.
and duct wall.

Available with Rossi Everlock™ or Twistknob™ quadrant
handles.

       

Available in diameters of 150mm, 200mm, 250mm, 300mm, 350mm and 400mm.
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LongNeck
Bellmouth Spigots

LongNeck 180mm Height 
Allows for flexible duct to 

be installed easily

Two separate ribs to 
accommodate different 

flex duct diameters
Two sets of duct lances 
help secure flex duct

Smoother edges

Pre-punched holes for 
faster on-site installation

Pre-Installed gasket eliminates 
the need for sealing

50mm Offset enables 
insulation to fit between 
quadrant and duct wall

Deep drawn 
to provide 

smooth finish 
& strength

No Seam!

No Split
Flange!
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LongNeck Bellmouth
Spigots

BASIC USE

LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY
Manufacturer is not liable for consequential, 
incidental or special damages.  There are no 
statutory or implied warranties including the 
warranties of fitness for a particular purpose and 
merchantability.  There are no warranties other than 
as set forth here and factory neither assumes nor 
authorises any person to assume any liability or other 
obligation in connection with LongNeck Bellmouth 
Spigots.
LongNeck Bellmouth Spigots are warranted to be 
free from any and all defects in material and 
workmanship only at the time of shipment from our 
factory.  Manufacturer will at its sole option, replace 
or issue credit for the original purchase price.
To determine the suitability of LongNeck Bellmouth 
Spigots for each specific purpose the user must 
conduct their own test.  
Manufacturer does not guarantee the results from 
the use of LongNeck Bellmouth Spigots because of 
differences in application & fixing as well as the 
possibility of structural movement or externally 
caused damage.

FEATURES and BENEFITS

www.ductware.com.au

Ductware’s LongNeck Bellmouth Spigots are used to 
accommodate a circular duct take-off from 
rectangular ductwork.  
The Bellmouth Spigot is usually fitted with a damper 
to control airflow, but is also available without 
damper & quadrant.
Bellmouth Spigots are an essential component when 
constructing aerodynamically superior duct.

Ductware’s LongNeck Bellmouth Spigots offer the 
following features and benefits:

A. 180mm deep drawn shell allows for a 50mm 
offset between quadrant and duct wall providing 
adequate space for external insulation.
B. A generous 90mm at the connection end 
allows for easier installation of flexible duct, with 
plenty of room to tape off and strap.  This greatly 
reduces the time required for on-site flex duct 
installation.
C. Two roll grooved rings and fixing tabs around 
the top of the Spigot allows for the slight 
variations in the inner core of flexible duct types.
D. LongNeck Spigots are DEEP DRAWN, not 
spun, with the rolled top edge reducing the 
likelihood of on-site injury.

E. Pre-punched holes for faster on-site and 
in-shop installation of Tek screws.
F. Pre-installed sticky based gasket eliminates 
the need to apply sealant resulting in reduced labour 
costs and a leak-resistant seal.
G. The spigot meets the Australian/New Zealand 
duct construction standards with a coating weight of 
275grams. 

DW-SPG150D LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 150mm diameter each pallet / 200
DW-SPG150N LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 150mm diameter NO damper each pallet / 200
DW-SPG200D LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 200mm diameter each pallet / 128
DW-SPG200N LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 200mm diameter NO damper each pallet / 128
DW-SPG250D LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 250mm diameter each pallet / 72
DW-SPG250N LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 250mm diameter NO damper each pallet / 72
DW-SPG300D LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 300mm diameter each pallet / 72
DW-SPG300N LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 300m diameter NO damper each pallet / 72
DW-SPG350D LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 350mm diameter each tba
DW-SPG350N LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 350mm diameter NO damper each tba
DW-SPG400D LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 400mm diameter each tba
DW-SPG400N LongNeck Bellmouth Spigot 400mm diameter NO damper each tba

CODE UOM Order 
MultipleDESCRIPTION

AUSTRALIA: 1300 DUCTWARE(3828 9273)                   NZ:+64 07 571 5467                        sales@ductware.com.au


